STATE AND COUNTY FACE HUGE ROAD TASK

HEAD OF PLAN

Tells of Work to Bring It About.

BY D. H. DURHAM.

D. H. Durham, every new highway pro-
posed for any county or city in a pres-
tent highway or road building project, has
been made a matter of public interest and
operation. The next several years the
people of this state and county will be con-
tinued with the work of bringing it about.

D. H. Durham, district highway engi-
neer, has been made a member of the board
of highways for this state, and it is his
business to see that the work is done in
the proper manner. The character of the
work to be done has been discussed by the
board of highways, and it is expected that
the work will be done in a satisfactory
manner.

WIDER HIGHWAY

Problem Faces
Road Builders

Lack of Facilities Retards Sales.

BY GEORGE A. QUESLER.

The problem of widening roads in the
state is one that is being faced by the
road builders. The lack of facilities re-
tards the sales of the roads, and it is the
business of the road builders to see that
the work is done in a proper manner.

And so it goes—

Widening roads is one of the most impor-
tant problems that the road builders have
to face. The lack of facilities retards the
sales of the roads, and it is the business of
the road builders to see that the work is
done in a proper manner.

Motor Salon Shows Finest
in Coachwork

Placing a Fine Touch into the Design of the Coachwork of
the Latest Motor Cars

BY PUTNEY HAYDEN.

The motor salary is one of the most impor-
tant problems that the road builders have
to face. The lack of facilities retards the
sales of the roads, and it is the business of
the road builders to see that the work is
done in a proper manner.

Motor Salon Shows Finest
in Coachwork

Placing a Fine Touch into the Design of the Coachwork of
the Latest Motor Cars

BY PUTNEY HAYDEN.

The motor salary is one of the most impor-
tant problems that the road builders have
to face. The lack of facilities retards the
sales of the roads, and it is the business of
the road builders to see that the work is
done in a proper manner.

See the Outstanding Chevrolet
of Chevrolet History

at the

AUTO SHOW

and at the General Motors
Special Showing, Stevens Hotel

Be sure to see and inspect The Outstanding Chevrolet of Chevrolet History at the Auto Show—or at the General Motors Special Showing at the Stevens Hotel . . . for it is one of the most sensational motor cars ever presented to the public!

Not only does it offer—in the price range of the four—all the wonderful performance qualities that are characteristic of the finest automobiles: great reserve power, flashing acceleration, dazzling speed and, above all, marvelous six-cylinder smoothness—but it delivers this thrilling performance with such outstanding economy—better than 20 miles to the gallon—that anyone who can afford to own any automobile can afford to own and operate a Chevrolet Six!

But, sensational as these performance qualities are, they are combined with impressiveness by the fine car features found in every detail of chassis and bodies. An inspection will reveal literally scores of features you never expected to discover in any luxury-priced car—such as adjustable driver's seat in all closed models, adjustable two-beam headlights with toe-button control, theft-proof Elect-O-Lock and luxuriously upholstered interiors.

Define right now that, at the Auto Show, you will see the Chevrolet exhibit.
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—a Six in the price range of the four!